Abstract-In this work, frequency behavior of the multilayer structure comprised of double-negative (DNG) and dielectric slabs is presented in detail. The multilayer structure consists of N pieces DNG and dielectric slabs with different material properties and thicknesses. The incident electric field is assumed to be a monochromatic plane wave with any arbitrary polarization. The DNG layers are realized using the parameters of Lorentz/Drude type metamaterials. Transfer matrix method is used in the analysis to find the characteristics of the reflected and transmitted powers. Finally, the computations of the powers for two structures are demonstrated in numerical results for the application to design efficient filters at the microwave, millimeter wave, and optical frequency regions.
INTRODUCTION
Recently, there has been a growing interest on the studies of the double negative (DNG) metamaterials in electromagnetics' community due to the wide potential application of them. The DNG metamaterials have simultaneously negative permittivity and permeability over a certain frequency band and can be constructed artificially to show several exotic properties that cannot be easily achieved using known materials [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] . The permittivity and permeability of such metamaterials are realized both analytically and physically by using Lorentz/Drude medium models in various studies . Lossy and lossless Lorentz/Drude types of DNG metamaterials are characterized theoretically, used in several experiments, and fabricated for new devices in these studies. For example, wave propagation through the double negative Lorentz/Drude slab embedded between two different dielectric media is studied in [6, 9, 14, 23] . Lorentz types of DNG (LDNG) metamaterials have frequency dispersive parameters, and they can be fabricated using a mixture of conductive spirals or omega particles on printed circuit boards [7, 9, 18] . In addition, they can be manufactured using split ring resonators and wire strips on a circuit board materials [5, 17] . Numerous forms of LDNG metamaterials (also Drude types of DNG (DDNG) metamaterials) can also be found in the literature. Note that this work is considered to be based on the artificial metamaterials which are not similar to the natural metamaterials as in [29] and [30] .
In this study, electromagnetic wave interaction with the multilayer media comprised of DNG and dielectric slabs is presented. Theoretically, the multilayer structure is formed from N pieces DNG and dielectric slabs with different material properties and thicknesses. DNG slabs are realized LDNG/DDNG metamaterials. The incident electric field is assumed to be a monochromatic plane wave with any arbitrary polarization. After obtaining the electric and magnetic fields both inside and outside the multilayer structure and imposing the boundary conditions, the incident, reflected, and transmitted powers are determined to observe their features. Although the wave interaction with multilayer DNG media is studied in literature [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] , the powers and their variations for the structure consisted of DNG (LDNG or DDNG) and dielectric slabs on behalf of the filtering properties have not been investigated yet. Thus, the behavior of the powers for the perpendicular polarization against the frequency is computed and presented in the numerical results.
THEORETICAL ANALYSIS
A pair of DNG-dielectric slabs has interesting properties when it is composed as a multilayer structure embedded between two dielectric media. The multilayer structure considered in this paper is composed of N pieces DNG and dielectric layers with different material properties and thicknesses as shown in Figure 1 . In this figure, DNG slabs represent LDNG/DDNG metamaterials, and the letter D stands for the conventional dielectric material. We consider any arbitrary polarization monochromatic plane incident electric field from free-space that is encountering the dielectric-DNG layer interface. In the analysis, exp(iωt) time dependence is assumed and suppressed throughout this work. According to Figure 1 , the incident electric field with any arbitrary polarization can be written as follows:
where θ i is the angle of the incidence; k ix (= k i sin θ i ) and k iz (= k i cos θ i ) are the x-and z-components of the wave number
Note that, the subscripts // and ⊥ refer to the parallel and perpendicular components of the electric field vector, respectively. According to the incident electric field given in Equation (1), the reflected (E r ) and the transmitted (E t ) electric fields can be expressed as:
where θ t is the transmission angle; k t (= ω √ μ t ε t ) is the wave number of the transmitted medium; k tx = k t sin θ t and k tz = k t cos θ t are the x-and z-components of the wave number k t . The electric filed in the multilayer structure reflects back and transmits to another stack upon reaching the transmitted medium. Therefore, in the mth slab there are two waves, one propagating toward the right interface and the other propagating toward the left interface. Thus, the total electric field in the mth slab can be stated as:
where A // , A ⊥ , B // , and B ⊥ are the amplitudes of the electric fields inside the mth slab; θ m is the refracted angle; k m is the wave number of the mth slab; k mx = k m sin θ m and k mz = k m cos θ m are the x-and zcomponents of the wave number k m . Note that, in all representations, the subscripts i, m, and t stand for the incident medium, the mth slab, and the transmitted medium, respectively. If the mth slab is dielectric medium, the wave number k m must be positive. On the other hand, if the mth slab is DNG medium, the wave number k m must be negative. Thus, the wave number k m can be given as:
where a = +1 for dielectric slab, a = −1 for DNG slab. Note that the permittivity ε m and the permeability μ m for the DNG medium are defined using LDNG [3, 5, 12] and DDNG [2, 6, 12] metamaterials which have simultaneously negative permittivity and permeability in a certain frequency band. The permittivity and permeability for the LDNG metamaterial are given as:
where ω eo is the electronic resonance frequency; ω ep is the electronic plasma frequency; δ e is the electronic damping frequency; ω mo is the magnetic resonance frequency; ω mp is the magnetic plasma frequency; and δ m is the magnetic damping frequency. When ω eo = ω mo = 0, LDNG metamaterial turns to DDNG metamaterial as:
The permittivity and permeability for LDNG and DDNG metamaterials have frequency dependence characteristic, which enable to simultaneously obtain negative permeability and permittivity in a certain frequency range. If these parameters are used in Equation (5), it is seen that the wave number k m has also frequency dependence characteristic as in the permeability and permittivity. In order to analyze the multilayer structure shown in Figure 1 , it is necessary to impose the boundary conditions at the interfaces of z = 0, z = z m (m = 1, 2, 3, . . . , N −1) and z = z N . Consequently, the relationships among the fields in all regions can be easily obtained by using the transfer matrix method which is skipped here. Details of the using method can be found in [34] and [35] . Now, the tangential components of the incident, reflected, and transmitted powers which are continuous across the boundaries can be represented as follows:
The conservation of the power for any arbitrary polarization is expressed as:
NUMERICAL RESULTS
In this section, we present the computations for the powers to observe their characteristics using the results obtained in Section 2, when the incident power is normalized to unity. To verify the computations, the conservation of power, as a first method given in Equation (11), is satisfied for all examples. As a second method, a transmission line equivalent is obtained for the structure given in Figure 1 [37] . Both methods give the same numerical values for all computations. Thus, the results are verified by means of two methods. In addition, two structures are considered in numerical results, Structure I (with three layers, N = 3) and Structure II (with fifteen layers, N = 15). Structure I is in the form of DNG-dielectric-DNG and Structure II is (DNG-dielectric) 7 DNG. Furthermore, the incident electric field is assumed to be a monochromatic plane wave with the perpendicular polarization (E // = 0) in all examples. All computations are provided for the normal incidence case (θ i = 0). Example I: Here, the reflected (P r ), and transmitted (P t ) powers are calculated as a function of the frequency. The incident and transmitted media are assumed to be free space and glass with μ i = μ t = μ o , ε i = ε o , and ε t = 6 ε o . The dielectric layers are selected to become silicon dioxide (SiO 2 ) with μ D = μ o and ε D = 2.1316 ε o . The DNG layers are realized using LDNG metamaterial parameters given in Equations (6) and (7). In the calculations, the following parameters are used as in [3] and [5] Figure 2 points out the reflected and transmitted powers as a function of the frequency for Structure I. From this plot, when c 1 = c 2 = 1/4, the bandwidth extends from 10.31 to 11.5 GHz, and the transmitted power has a sharp peak at 10.86 GHz. At this specific frequency, the structure can be utilized as a band-pass transmission (anti-reflection) filter in which the transmitted power becomes unity, and the reflected power becomes zero. Also, it can be used as a bandstop reflection (anti-transmission) filter in which the powers behave opposite to the previous case. When c 1 = 1/2 and c 2 = 1/4, it is seen from the dashed lines, the structure behaves like an all-pass filter in a wide range of frequency since the transmitted power is almost constant around one and the reflected power is zero. When c 1 = 1/4 and c 2 = 1/2, it appears that the reflected and transmitted powers show similar behavior as in dashed lines. But in this case, the frequency range is narrower than the previous one; the transmitted power is around 0.8; and the reflected power is around 0.2 at that range. At this point, it can be said that the multilayer structure forms a high transmission coatings when c 1 = 1/4 and c 2 = 1/2. Figure 4 displays the frequency response of the reflected and transmitted powers for Structure I. From solid, dashed, and dotted lines, it can be seen that, the characteristics of the powers are not smooth here. For all values of c 3 and c 4 , the transmitted power has sharp peaks. Also, it closes to unity at 10.46 GHz when c 3 = 1/4 and c 4 = 1/2. On the other hand, the reflected power reaches to unity at many frequencies for all cases. In addition, the transmitted power has wide pass band and narrow stop band regions throughout the frequency spectrum for all cases of c 3 and c 4 . In contrast, the reflected power has narrow pass band and wide stop band regions. Figure 5 presents the reflected and transmitted powers versus the frequency for Structure II. As it is seen from this plot, the reflected and transmitted powers are again not smooth as in Figure 4 . Pass band region for the transmitted power is not wide as in the previous figure for all cases of c 3 and c 4 . Also, it has more stop band regions. In return, the reflected power has more pass band and stop band regions for all cases. According to Figures 4 and 5 , two structures act as the bandpass and band-stop filters at some frequency regions. The design of efficient filters can be considered using numerical results obtained here by arranging the structure parameters, layer numbers and thicknesses.
Example III: Here, the DNG layers are realized using DDNG metamaterial parameters given in Equations (8) and (9) . In our calculations, the following parameters are used as in [3] and [5] : f mp = 10.95 GHz and f ep = 14.50 GHz. The operation frequency is f o = 6 GHz within the frequency band (2-10 GHz) where the permittivity and permeability of DDNG metamaterial are simultaneously negative. The frequency range is wider than the range of LDNG metamaterial. At this point, we can say that the simultaneously negative permittivity and permeability can be realized over a wide frequency band for DDNG metamaterial more easily than for LDNG metamaterial. The thicknesses are again arranged from |n
The other parameters are assumed to be the same with the first example. Figure 6 depicts P r and P t against the frequency for Structure I. As it is observed from this plot, P r (P t ) power shows monotonical decrease (increase) up to 6.5 GHz and then it increases (decreases) with the frequency when c 1 = c 2 = 1/4. Full transmission occurs around 6.5 GHz for this case. When c 1 = 1/2 and c 2 = 1/4, the powers behaves like an oscillatory function up to ∼8 GHz. Also, they are constant up to this frequency when c 1 = 1/4 and c 2 = 1/2. Figure 7 demonstrates P r and P t against the frequency for Structure II. The powers do not show monotonical characteristics as in Figure 6 when c 1 = c 2 = 1/4. P t is dominant up to 8.5 GHz in this case. P r and P t change periodically between 2-8 GHz when c 1 = 1/2 and c 2 = 1/4. The powers show slightly periodic behavior when c 1 = 1/4 and c 2 = 1/2. In the last two cases, P t is dominant in all frequencies studied here.
From Figures 6 and 7 , it can be concluded that, the structure parameters, layer numbers and thicknesses can be arranged to design Figure 8 corresponds to P r and P t against the frequency for Structure I. It is seen that P r oscillates between zero and 0.2 in all cases of c 3 and c 4 . In turn, P t oscillates between 0.8 and 1.0. P t is dominant over a wide frequency band in all cases of c 3 and c 4 . Figure 9 indicates P r and P t against the frequency for Structure II. Only c 3 = c 4 = 1/4 case is illustrated in this figure. The other cases are skipped here since P r and P t have high oscillating behavior. When c 3 = c 4 = 1/4, P r and P t show frequent oscillating behavior up to 9.6 GHz. After this frequency P r increases it becomes unity at 10 GHz. On the other hand, when P t decreases it becomes zero at 10 GHz.
From Figures 8 and 9 , it can be seen that high efficiency oscillating filters for the transmitted wave can be designed by arranging the structure parameters, layer numbers and thicknesses.
It is confirmed that similar numerical results given in Figures 2-9 can be easily obtained for the incident wave with the parallel polarization.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
In this paper, frequency behavior of DNG and dielectric multilayers are presented in detail. The multilayer structure is embedded between two dielectric media and the incident electric field is assumed to be plane electromagnetic wave with any arbitrary polarization. The other fields inside and outside the multilayer structure are written using the Maxwell's equations. In this work, the DNG layers are realized using LDNG and DDNG metamaterial parameters in which their properties are given in the analysis. Physically, they can be implemented using artificial materials such as ring resonators, wire medium, etc. Transfer matrix method is used to solve the problem of electromagnetic wave propagation through multilayer structure to obtain the incident, the reflected and the transmitted powers. Finally, the computations of the powers for two structures are demonstrated in numerical results with the help of home developed simulation code. It can be seen that from the numerical results, the structures given in this study can be utilized as reflection and transmission filters at some frequency band. Specifically, different kinds of electromagnetic filters can be designed for particular applications as desired. Furthermore, the structure transmits most of the incident wave because the transmitted power is dominant over a wide frequency range in some cases. Thus, more capable transmission filters and coatings can be realized in a wide range.
The advantage of this work can be explained as follows: The studied multilayer system has multiple degrees of freedom which enable to easily design and physically perform well-organized and efficient electromagnetic filter structures. This freedom is provided by the optical/physical thicknesses; operation frequency; incidence angle; resonance, plasma, and damping frequencies of the permittivity and permeability (six quantities); layer numbers; and the parameters of incident, dielectric, and transmitted media. The usual systems do not have the additional quantities like resonance, plasma, and damping frequencies. The characteristic features of the filter structures can also be controlled by using these quantities. But, there is no extra possibility to control the properties of structure in the usual systems.
This property can open a way to create effective desired constructions. Note that the filtering features can also be obtained via single negative (SNG) materials, and the stop band can be organized by using different SNG layers. However, the studied system has more control parameters than the SNG layers to manage the filter characteristic. Because of the reasons listed above, the DNG (LDNG/DDNG metamaterial) layers are used in our system. In addition, this work can easily be extended to different configurations for filtering applications. Photonic band gap structures may be good candidates for such applications, and they can be considered for future studies.
This work will make a foundation for the future application of the DNG medium using analytical and physical forms of LDNG and DDNG metamaterials. Moreover, it will enable to design band-pass, band-stop, all-pass, and oscillating reflection and transmission filters with high efficiency at the millimeter wave, optical, and microwave regimes.
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